COME TO SPAIN, FLY OUR PLANES.
If you have in mind visit Madrid and you want to enjoy ﬂying across our country...

You are in the right way.
Maybe you are looking for a place to ﬂy with nice weather and a lot of sunny days
a year...

Here is the best option.
Whatever the reason, you will be at Madrid for some months and you
want to get your PPL licence...

This is your ﬂight school.
Do you need to perform the renewal of your MEP/IR ratings and would
like to enjoy a weekend at Madrid?...
We can book for you hotels, restaurants and another activities in the city.

We have good availability and cheap prices to do so.

Welcome to 'Club de Vuelo TAS'
'Club de Vuelo TAS' is a ﬂight school located at Madrid Cuatro Vientos Airport. Also
has a Flying Club and organizes for its members aeronautical activities, conferences,
training, etc. Members have also lower prices on these activities.
'Club de Vuelo TAS' is a JAR/ATO (Approved Training Organisation) authorized by AESA
(Spanish Civil Aviation Authority) to impart PPL courses, MEP/IR renewal.

RATINGS REVALIDATION OR RENEWAL. FLIGHT SCHOOL.
“Club de Vuelo TAS” could organize the proﬁciency check to revalidate or renew
SEP/MEP/IR ratings and FI certiﬁcate.
Even for renewals that require some refreshment training, our FI and CRI staff is available
to impart it as required.
Special offer: Light-twin for ME/IR revalidations
ONLY 395 €/hr. + VAT included
In our Flight School it is possible to obtain your PPL(a) licence in an easy way adapted
to your own schedules. Even if you are working or have another occupations, you will able
to obtain your PPL during your leisure.

MADRID CUATRO VIENTOS, OUR HOME BASE.
Madrid Cuatro Vientos is the Madrid GA airport, only at 7Km to the city center.
VFR, controlled and with 1500 mts. runway it is the best option for general aviation at
Spain's main city. The airport is equipped with Bar-Restaurant, Pilot Shop, and other
facilities.
'Club de Vuelo TAS' is located at this airport, in a modern facilities next to the terminal
building. Our Flight Operations ofﬁce have nice views of runway and apron. In our
Classroms and Brieﬁng Room you'll ﬁnd all the material required to prepare your ﬂight.
Madrid is located near the geographical center of Iberian Peninsula. That means in less
than 3 ﬂight hours you can reach any point of Spain and Portugal.
It's amazing depart in the morning from Cuatro Vientos, heading East, ﬂy 2 hours and
land at Castellon airﬁeld, by the sea.
Then have a wonderful day in the beach (eating Paella, of course), and ﬂy back to
Madrid in the evening

OUR FLEET.
Covering from basic trainer until complex light-twin, our ﬂeet, entirely Piper branded, is
maintained by a maintenance center (EU-145 and CAMO approved) located at our home
airport.
PA 28 – 151 Warrior

from only
150 €/hr. VAT included

PA28-161 Warrior II
from only
160 €/hr. VAT included

PA28 -181 Archer II
from only
170 €/hr. VAT included

PA28R- 200 Arrow IV

from only
250 €/hr. VAT included
PA- 34 200TSeneca II
from only
405 €/hr. VAT included

Contact us right now! >> info@clubdevuelotas.com
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